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The percentage of voters favoring a political candidate was compared 

between four wards by chi-square analysis versus by UniODA.  

 

 

An example of chi-square analysis involved 

assessing via survey if the fraction of registered 

voters in favor of (pro) versus against (con) a 

candidate differed among four electoral wards 

(N = 200 randomly-selected participants in each 

ward).
1
 The survey results are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1: Voter Sentiment by Ward 

 Voter Sentiment 

     Ward              Pro       Con 

        1                   76        124 

        2                   53        147 

        3                   59        141 

        4                   48        152       

Disparity in the distribution of pro votes 

across wards was investigated using chi-square 

analysis
1
: χ

2
 (df = 3, N = 800) = 10.7, p < 0.02. 

The null hypothesis of comparable distribution 

of pro votes is rejected, and it is concluded there 

is difference in the fraction of pro votes across 

wards. It is natural to wonder, exactly what is 

the difference in the fraction of pro votes across 

wards?  Disentangling this omnibus effect—

specifying exactly what is the nature of the 

association—requires a log-linear analysis
2
 or 

Bonferroni-corrected examination of all six 

possible pairwise comparisons.
3
 

A nondirectional UniODA model was 

conducted to compare results with chi-square—

which is inherently two-tailed (using UniODA 

directional hypotheses may be tested, and 

individual weights may be used
3,4

). The optimal 

(maximum-accuracy) model predicting voter 

sentiment as a function of ward was identified 

vis-à-vis the UniODA
3,4

 and MegaODA
5-7 

software syntax given below: 

   OPEN politics.dat; 

   OUTPUT politics.out; 

   VARS vote ward; 

   CLASS vote; 

   ATTRIBUTE ward; 

   CATEGORICAL ward; 

   MCARLO ITER 25000; 

   GO; 

The UniODA model was: if ward = 1, 

then predict vote = pro; otherwise predict vote = 

con. The effect was statistically reliable (p < 

0.037), but the effect strength was relatively 

weak (ESS = 10.2).
3,4

 The confusion table for 

this model is presented in Table 2. As seen, the 

model had good sensitivity for predicting con 

votes (78.0%), but had sensitivity for predicting 

pro votes (32.2%) that was worse than expected 
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by chance for an application involving a binary 

class variable and weighting by prior odds (i.e., 

50%). A total of 160 + 124 = 284 votes are 

misclassified by this primary UniODA model. 

Table 2: Confusion Table for Primary UniODA 

Model of Voter Sentiment by Ward 

   Predicted Vote 

                 Con        Pro     Sensitivity 

   Actual     Con    440        124        78.0% 

   Vote        Pro     160          76        32.2% 

         Predictive    73.3%   38.0% 

               Value 

A second UniODA analysis was con-

ducted to assess if wards 2 through 4 can be dis-

criminated on the basis of ward, by adding the 

following syntax to the program given above (to 

meet the sequential Sidak Bonferroni-type mul-

tiple-comparisons criterion for experimentwise 

p < 0.05, the p for the second UniODA model 

must be p < 0.0254 or smaller
3
): 

EX ward=1; 

GO; 

The effect for the second model was not 

statistically significant (p < 0.53), and the effect 

was only marginally stronger than expected by 

chance (ESS = 4.8). 

Thus, ward 1 had a reliably (although 

weakly) greater percentage of pro votes than 

wards 2-4, which couldn’t be discriminated by 

fraction of pro votes. 
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